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real community.

Jewish Teen Funders Network

133 programs. one network. 
JTFN creates, connects, 
and supports Jewish teen 
philanthropy programs.
JTFN works to grow and strengthen the field of 
Jewish teen philanthropy, serving as a central 
resource for this quickly growing field. JTFN 
supports professionals and lay leaders at Jewish 
teen philanthropy programs across a variety of 
Jewish institutions. 

JTFN provides training, networking 
opportunities, resources and curriculum 
materials, conferences, and one-on-one 
consultations to help solve challenges and 
brainstorm new ideas. 

JTFN was created in 2006 as a program of 
the Jewish Funders Network, an international 
organization dedicated to maximizing the 
quality and impact of Jewish philanthropy.

program partners.
Across North America, 133 Jewish teen 
philanthropy programs exist at 121 different 
Jewish institutions:

u		39 at summer camps

u		32 at Jewish federations

u		24 at Jewish community foundations

u		19 at synagogues 

u		4 at Jewish community centers

u		4 at Jewish education agencies

Annually, more than 2,000 teens participate in 
Jewish teen philanthropy programs, with teen 
foundations awarding just over one million 
dollars to non-profit organizations.

strength in numbers.
As a national organization, JTFN works to 
support and elevate the professional staff of 
Jewish teen philanthropy programs as the best 
approach to improve these programs. JTFN 
offers the following initiatives to the leaders of 
teen philanthropy programs:

u		Professional development webinars

u		Resources and curriculum materials

u		Jewish Teen Philanthropy Summit

u		Networking and mentorship opportunities

u		Individual consultations and trainings
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program models.
Teen Foundation

Teen foundations act as a foundation board, 
bringing together a group between 10 and 
25 young people, aged 13-18. Teens often 
contribute their own money or fundraise for 
a collective grantmaking pool, which may be 
matched by the institution or a local donor. 
This method of granting pooled funds is also 
known as a “giving circle.” 

At JTFN, we believe these group experiences 
with strategic philanthropy will both 
strengthen a teen’s engagement with Jewish 
life and ensure his or her commitment to 
lifelong giving, based on Jewish values.

Individual Giving Program

In individual giving programs, teens establish 
individual “giving accounts” at the age of 
Bar or Bat Mitzvah. Structured like a savings 
account or a small endowment, teens are 
encouraged to use the funds to support 
organizations they care about. 

B’nai Tzedek, the most popular individual 
giving program, was created by the 
Harold Grinspoon Foundation in Western 
Massachusetts in 1997. This program has 
been replicated in Jewish federations and 
community foundations across North America. 

our initatives.
All of our initiatives are designed to 
strengthen the educational impact of 
teen philanthropy. We accomplish this by 
connecting and networking program leaders, 
sharing best practices, and adapting program 
components to meet community needs. 
Current and past initatives include:

u		”Stepping Up” Long Island Teen 
Philanthropy Program

u		“Think Outside the Tzedakah Box”  
Camp Philanthropy Program

u		Teen Foundation Board  
International Rollout

u	JTFN-URJ Teen Philanthropy Pilot (past)

u		Pilot Incentives Grants Program (past)

JTFN would not exist without the vision and 
leadership of our dedicated funders:

Max M. & Marjorie S. Fisher Foundation

Laura & Gary Lauder Philanthropic Fund

Maimonides Fund

William E. & Maude S. Pritchard Charitable Trust

Shechtel Philanthropies 
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